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 Quantum Theater Group was established on adaptation of classic 
scripts, novels, and short stories, with a modern approach to performance in 
the context of contemporary social and human relationships. Based on these, 
Quantum Theater Group explores the following fields:
- Layout of the scene, as a modern strategy;
- Dramaturgy of the script, as a roadmap;
- And transforming the observer’s viewpoint.
Since 2001, Quantum Theater Group has mixed its structure, from the script to 
the performance, in regard to the modern theories of physics. All of performed 
plays of this group are a recreation of the original script with a new approach to 
human relations in the context of the dramatic event; to expose the observer to 
change. This point of view is based on achieving a surreal world with grotesque 
relationships.
www.quantumtheatergroup.com



Previous Performances:
Hamlet (Arash Dadgar),Tehran, City Theater,Main Hall, 2017
Hamlet (Arash Dadgar).Poland,Gdansk,Shekaspear Festivall,2016
Odyssey (Arash Dadgar),Tehran, Hafez Hall, 2016
Calvin and Castellion›s Insurrection (Arash Dadgar),Tehran, 
Iranshahr Theater, 2015 
Hamlet (Arash Dadgar),Italy-Milan, Piccolo Teatro, 2014
Hamlet (Arash Dadgar),Tehran, Iranshahr Theater, 2014
The Storm (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,City Theater,Ghashghaee Hall, 2012
Honorable Return of Warriors (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,Hafez Hall, 2012
Adytum (Arash Dadgar), Tehran,Azadi Tower ,Main Hall, 2011
10 Minutes (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,City Theater,Chaharsoo Hall, 2010 
King Lear (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,City Theater,Namayesh Hall,2009
Breakfast for Icarus(Arash Dadgar),Tehran,Molavi Hall,Main Salon,2008
Calvan & Castellion’s Insurrection (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,Molavi Hall,Main Salon,2006 
Calvan & Castellion`s Insurrection (Arash Dadgar),Tehran, City Theater,chaharsoo Hall, 2007
Spell God (Mehran Emambakhsh),Tehran,City Theater,New Hall,2005
The Alphabet of Baets (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,Molavi Hall,Main Salon,2005
Karover Stories(Arash Dadgar-Hamidreza Naeemi),Tehran,CityTheater, New Hall,2004
Ajax (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,City Theater,New Hall,2003
I & Labyrinth(Arash Dadgar),Tehran,CityTheater Hall of NumberTwo,2001
I & Labyrinth(Arash Dadgar),Germany, Mülheim ,Theater an der Ruhr,2001 
A Time to Say (Arash Dadgar),Tehran,Molavi Hall,Main Salon,1999



Arash Dadgar’s Curriculum Vitae
-  Instructor, Director, Actor, and Dramaturge
-  Born on 1973, Shiraz, Iran
-  BA in Acting, Faculty of Art and Architecture, Islamic Azad University Tehran Central Branch. 1997
-  MA in Directing, Tarbiat Modarres University, 2003
-  Instructor of Directing and Acting in Faculty of Art and Architecture of Islamic Azad University, 2004 to 2016
-  Instructor of Acting in Arak Azad Comprehensive University, 2005 to 2015
-  Juror of 3 periods of International Student Theater Festival
-  Juror of several national theater festivals in Iran
-  Former member of Tehran City Theater Art Council
-  Organizer of several short-term and long-term directing and acting workshops all over Iran
-  Founder and head of Quantum Theater Group

Awards:
-  The Best Performance (Grand Prize), The Best Director, and The Best Scene Design Awards in the International section of 32nd 
Fadjr International Theater Festival for “Hamlet” performance, 2014
-  Appreciated Director in the 30th Fadjr International Theater Festival for “The Honorable Return of the Warriors”, 2012
-  The Best Director in the World Theater Day feast for “King Lear” performance, 2009
-  The Best Director Award in 24th Fadjr International Theater Festival for “Macbeth”, 2006
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 For me, Shakespeare is like a scripture. I 
always can enter Alice’s wonderland by referring to it. 
Shakespeare is a comprehensive set of universal notions, 
which has allowed him to outline a world in which human 
beings are quite contradictory. That’s amazing, unknown, 
and dramatic to me. A potential quality behind the human 
issues which can be the essence of a modern play with 
a modern approach. Shakespeare is my contemporary 
writer in Iran!
 In my experiences, I’ve never wanted to perform 
Shakespeare’s tragedies in European culture and 
tradition; which is silly and will be a shabby copy of its 
ultimate purpose. A performance of a Shakespeare’s 
play is challenging the observer around what he knows 
and what he doesn’t; from issues of human relations 
to new findings on the observer’s status quo about his 
surrounding phenomena.
DIRECTOR: ARASH DADGAR



Playwright: Mehdi Tajeddin
Designer & Director: Arash Dadgar



Directors note:
The universe is constantly transforming
From atoms to galaxies.
Yet humankind doesn’t like transformation
We are afraid of change, so we stand against it.
That’s why we’ve created the balance trick.
Although we know that
Everyday
Every moment
Even every nanosecond
The universe is transforming…
Transformation is not easy. It’s often inevitable and tough
But it’s the transformation that makes us stronger
For it teaches us how to grow
So that we realize that every moment is different and unique
So that we realize life is just like a movie
And we are just like a snapshot



Outlines :
Servant (KASH) is murdered his own master because 
of the masters› secretly relationship with his wife.
He is forced to another murder with each remembering 
of this incident.
And this cycle goes on to ruin everyone.



Playwright: Mehdi Tajeddin
Director and Designer: Arash Dadgar
Executive Producer: Amrhossein Shafie



 “Hamlet” which is the latest product of Quantum Theater Group, is 
the result of a -4year writing process, and has changed several times 
during 5 months of rehearsal.
     I chose Hamlet to answer numerous unsolved questions I had in mind 
since my academic educations: Is Hamlet insane? Is Hamlet really in love 
with Ophelia? Why Polonius and Laertes don’t want Ophelia to be with 
Hamlet? Have her feelings for Claudius made Gertrude betray Hamlet 
the father? Is the Ghost of Hamlet’s father real to Hamlet, or it’s just 
Hamlet’s illusion? Has Claudius killed Hamlet the father in crave for the 
power or to get to Gertrude? , And many other questions. What I found 
was just like collision of electrons. Electrons collide with each other and 
result in a sought or unsought reaction. This means change. Assuming 
the change, every rigid and solid thing will break and change into smoke. 
If the troupe of touring players didn’t come to Elsinore, There wouldn’t 
be any play. If Polonius wasn’t spying hidden in Gertrude’s bedchamber, 
there wouldn’t be any murder. If the ghost didn’t collide with Hamlet, the 
story of the murder wouldn’t be recounted; and maybe if Claudius didn’t 
marry Gertrude Hamlet wouldn’t have any problem with his uncle.

(a free adaptation of William Shakespeare`s eternal 
“Hamlet” )
Playwright: Shahram Ahmadzadeh
Designer & Director: Arash Dadgar



 In this play, everything is in the state of uncertainty to the last 
moment. Our outline of Hamlet is as follows: Some people who stand in 
each other’s path of life, and their path changes.



Playwright: Amin Tabatabai
Director: Arash Dadgar

ODYSSEY



Director’s Note:
- You
- I
- We…
- Seven billion people on this tiny planet
- All alone
- What sticks us together?
- Love
- Death
- Life?
- We live in a world that everything is 
possible in it
- We send each other about three 
billion emails and nineteen billion short 
messages each day
- We use about 2250 words for our daily 
communications
- Yet we have difficulty explaining 
simplest concepts
- I want
- I exis
- I love
- Words… words, words



Playwright: Hamidreza Naeemi
Designer & Director: Arash Dadgar

About the play: 
Performing attitude of this play is the equality of performing nature with the era of the 
audience. It couldn’t be easily done unless to put the actor in hard physical situation for 
not playing the meaning. And how we can avoid judging, shouting slogan, supporting, 
adding useless details, and doing outstandingly; causing a whirlwind in nonexistence. A 
close atmosphere with all these confusion.



The story:
Geneva 1555, John Calvin, the leader of the Calvinists- religious 
leader of Geneva- finds Michel Servetus guilty of apostasy. 
While Michel Servetus is in dungeon, he asks Sebastian 
Castellion, who is against the beliefs of Calvin, to be his lawyer 
in the court. But Calvin orders to put Castellion under pressure 
to avoid being Servetus’s lawyer. Gewm Farrel and Theodore 
De’beze, two powerful men of Calvin, can’t condemn Michel 
Servetus in the first session of court, but in the second court 
they sentence Servetus, who is physically and mentally hurt, 
to be burned alive in the fire. Burning Servetus alive in the fire 
is the beginning of Castellon’s rebellion against the beliefs of 
Calvin.



About the performance:
 The return of the warrior persents neither a warrior nor the war. It 
demonstrates the violation. The violation in preventing entering the town, 
the violation fo a  woman in denial of her husband,  the violation of a 
womanin seizing the house, and the violation of death in enjoying of 
taking people’s  lives in a joyful moment! 
And as a matterof course, the violation of the closeddoors of the city 
before the stunned warrior’s eyes, who doesn’t like to be a table! 



Outlines:
         Returned to his hometown, “Hamburg”, 
after three years of hard labor in Siberia. 
But despite his expectation, he realizes 
that no one is waiting for him. The guard 
prevents him from entering the city, his wife 
has forgotten him, the church knows him 
as a liar, and also his parents are dead. 
Looking for peace of mind and to get rid 
of the war responsibility, he finds no way 
but just death! Meanwhile the Death isn’t 
keen on killing who is moaning for death. 
The Death encourages him to enjoy the life, 
so Beckman finds himself beside a woman 
in order to taste the calmness just for a 
moment. But even this new role doesn’t 
help him anymore. So he finds Elbe River 
as the last solution, in which thousand 
people commit suicide every day!



(A free adaptation from the eternal masterpiece of William Shakespeare)

Outlines:
The relations between fathers and daughters, daughters and fathers, 
fathers and sons, sons and fathers, sons and daughters, daughters and 
sons, daughters and daughters, sons and sons, and totally, fathers and 
fathers.

Playwright: Hamidreza Naeemi
Designer & Director: Arash Dadgar



About the performance:
The most important thing in the performance was the redrafted 
text. We wanted to show the behavioral motives of characters; 
why Edmond Glauster do that things or why Lear gets involved 
in this misery. That›s why we avoid narrating, so that the 
behaviors and acts divulge the actions. This play is performed 
only with 15 fiberglass seats. All the actors are present on the 
stage and no decoration is used in the stage.

KING LEAR



A free adaption from the novel «Djinn» by Alain Robb Grillete   

Outlines:
 one of the instructors of university has been disappeared. 
Inspector goes to his habitation to talk to the people who were  in 
touch with him to achieve the criminal files, but he faces with a bunch 
of freak guys who represent a different picture of the instructor. The 
blind old landlady who is in touch with the ghosts. A young girl, called 
Iphigenia, who will die is she doesn’t eat breakfast and introduces 
herself as Agamemnon›s daughter and the lost guy›s wife. A deaf-
mute who taken part in 17 crusades and has learned from the lost 
guy to tear the skin of a pig in 3 minutes. And a stranger guy who 
calls himself Icarus, Daedalus›s son. Inspector…



About the performance:
 How we can turn an invisible thing into a visible thing? Can we 
perform the magic and metaphysics in the form of a dramatic event, 
in a way that not only he is the audience, but also he becomes the 
partner in these events? And when he goes into the theatre, it›s as 
if he›s entered in the Alice›s land of wonders. There›s no described 
time and place for him and he can independently gain the experience 
of  inspector in the stage. So there›s no any especial seat for the 
audience. All the events of the play are placed in different positions on 
the stage and the audience can freely walk on the stage and find the 
best angel to watch all the scenes of the play. This performance was 
an experience to gain the common experience with the audience. 



How Macbeth grabbed the region of power and how he lost the power.

About the performance:
The phenomenon of power and its games, is a general incident which 
includes the man’s past and present. However, there is a difference: 
in the past what inspired drama was the “WHY” of supremacy, while 
today its “HOW” is the matter of importance! In the world of «WHY», 
Macbeth is condemned of murder and evilness, whereas in the world 
of ‹HOW» judgment is something meaningless. As a result, the words 
such as «Liberty», «Humanity», and «justice» are the tools for people 
to achieve their ambitions. This grotesque situation is our viewpoint 
in performing Macbeth: 
“What we say is what we do”



AJAX
Playwright: Hamidreza Naeemi
Designer & Director: Arash Dadgar



HONORS AND AWARDS
-  The Best Director Award in the International section of 32nd Fadjr International Theater Festival 
for “Hamlet” performance, 2014
-  The Best Scene Design in the International section of 32nd Fadjr International Theater Festival for 
“Hamlet” performance, 2014
-  The Grand Prize for the Best Performance in the International section of 32nd Fadjr International 
Theater Festival for “Hamlet” performance, 2014
-  Appreciated Director in the 30th Fadjr International Theater Festival for “The Honorable Return of 
the Warriors”, 2012
-  The Best Director Award in the 13th Resistance Theater Festival, 2012
-  Honorary Diploma and The Best Street Project Award in 8th Mah Theater Festival, 2012
-  The Best Director of the Year in the Iranian Ordibehesht Theater Feast (World Theater Day), 2010
-  The Best Director Award in 24th Fadjr International Theater Festival for “Macbeth”, 2006



www.quantumtheatergroup.com


